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Jessica Nelson

MM

/

DD

Starbucks, Dunkin, chic-fil-a, Einstein Bagels, 

Amazon, Target, Barnes and Noble, Michael’s 

Crafting, reading, outdoors

Spending time with family or curling up with a good book and a blanket

I love the actress Lucille Ball! 

Seeing joy in children’s eye

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/1IJ4EO74R6OR?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Name:
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11 05

What are your favorite restaurants/eateries/coffee shops?

Where are some of your favorite places to shop?

What are your hobbies?

Describe your perfect Saturday.

Are there any surprising facts about you or special skills you'd like to share?

What is your favorite part about working in education?

Include links to your online wish lists or any additional information you'd like to share.

 Forms
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Mrs. Samantha Snow

MM

/

DD

PDQ, Panera, Dunkin

Target, Publix

Music, biking, kayaking, crafting with my Cricut

Sleeping in, getting breakfast with my family, some outside time, and shopping. 

I play the French horn

Watching students grow musically and making music with them!

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Rebecca Reynolds

MM

/

DD

Carraba’s, Cheesecake Factory, starbucks

Target! Amazon, old navy 

Reading, singing in choir, going to the beach, fishing

Out on the boat with a goodBook or a fishing pole!

I’m not half bad at fishing and I sing in my church choir

Watching kids get those big ideas and seeing them through!

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/1QNOK8ZRAH7LO?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Hillary Trupp

MM

/

DD

Dunkin Donuts, Panera, Outback, Doc Bs, Wrights, … not picky and LOVE trying new places too! 

Nordstrom, Target, Amazon, Publix

Running, painting, baking/ cooking, flower arranging,  going to Lightning, Gator, and UCF games, reading 

My perfect Saturday would be going for a run, eating french toast or pancakes for breakfast, and spending the day shopping! Maybe finish it off with a huge plate of Italian food and ice 
cream!  

I was a recruited division 1 athlete in college. 

I love bonding with my students and their families. It always amazes me the growth each child makes and getting to be a part of it all is priceless! I feel so honored to be trusted to teach 
and guide every child in my classroom each year. 

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/ML6RO5UO3IKY?ref_=wl_share    I love instilling a passion for community outreach and service in my students. If there is ever an organization 
or opportunity you think would be a good fit for my students and I to help with, please let us know! 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Kristen Braman

MM

/

DD

Terra Gaucha, Doormet, Chick Fil A

Target and Amazon

Traveling and painting

Sleeping in, walking along a nature trail, dinner out with my fiance!

I am currently engaged and getting married in June 2022.

Being able to interact with my students and learning from them as much as they learn from me!

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Maribel Alvarez

MM

/

DD

Any Mexican or Outback

Amazon

walking, biking

Spending time with the family

Getting to know the Children and all of the different personalities

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Jan Weiss

MM

/

DD

Doormet, Outback, Pipo’s, Goody Goody 

Target, Amazon 

Reading, Pilates, going to the beach

Sleeping late, reading a good book on Pass-A-Grille beach

I like to visit beaches in the Venice area and collect sharks teeth. 

Making a difference in a child’s life. 

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/2Y0ONGC2038OV?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Keith Kofron

MM

/

DD

Starbucks, Acropolis, Local Breweries.

Amazon, Apple, Tealyra.

Music, yoga, computers.

A massage, dinner, and a show. 

Connection with students and books! 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Jennifer Pegler

MM

/

DD

Panera, Wrights Deli, Doormet

Target, Nordstrom

Reading, swimming, and taking long walks

Spending time with family and friends by the pool 

Teaching kids to fall in love with reading and writing.  I cherish being a part of  a school family,

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/18TDEKOKS660N?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Anita Garcia

MM

/

DD

Carrabas, Chick-Fil-A, Doormet, Wrights

Wal-Mart, Marshall's, TJ Maxx, Bealls, Target

Reading, Shopping, Movies and Family

Spending time with my grandkids and family. Reading a good book.

I love talking and being with the children. 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Laura Hobby

MM

/

DD

Chicken Salad Chick, Barrow's, Doormet

Blick, Amazon

Painting, reading, swimming

Playing with my dog, doing an art project, then going to the pool

I am just really excited to have a "normal" school year!

I love creating with children!

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/10FWV5OSFXU3M?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Tara Pyle

MM

/

DD

Pane Rustica, Wright's, Bern's, Fresh Kitchen, La Segunda, Brioche

Ann Taylor, Target, DSW

Traveling, reading, cooking

Sleeping in, having a nice cup of tea on my back porch, reading quietly outside or meeting up with some friends for lunch, and a dinner date night with my husband at a new restaurant in 
Tampa or St. Pete.

I have a culinary degree, as that was my first career before I became a teacher.

The students!  They make each and every day an adventure and I love learning new things from them as much as I love teaching them:)

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/2U74LXNYBALFV?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Sonja Hance 

MM

/

DD

Graze, Pane Rustica, Chill Bro’s, Dunkin, Buddy Brew 

Nordstrom, Target, Hazel & Dot, TJ Maxx 

I love being creative, so anything that involves crafts! I especially love school supplies! =]

Sleep in, brunch, run errands & hang out by the pool. 

My husband proposed at Mitchell in the very classroom I still teach in! 

My favorite part about being a teacher is the endless relationships I make with my students and peers each year. I love teaching science and seeing students discover new things 
through inquiry! 

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/26FGNNUHJ6N0A?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Kelly Brown

MM

/

DD

Capital Tacos, Cheesecake Factory, Chili's, Dunkin Donuts

Macy's, Amazon

Triathlon

Long training bike ride followed by breakfast then hanging with friends and loved ones

I am a 2 time Ironman with 2 more planned this year. I have 2 kids and 3 cats.

Seeing kids grow as learners and little humans!

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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What is your favorite part about working in education?

Include links to your online wish lists or any additional information you'd like to share.
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Suzanna Zahner

MM

/

DD

Bella's, Datz, Outback, Wine Exchange, Bar Taco, Starbuck's

Target, Nordstrom, Lilly, Amazon

traveling, going to the beach, reading

In the fall- watching college football (Go Gators). Otherwise, I enjoy spending time with my family, a day at the beach, or pampering with myself with a pedicure and a cup of coffee

I am a native Floridian. 

Being a part of each student's educational career.

Amazon wish list will be coming :)

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Olivia Braunworth

MM

/

DD

Starbucks, UberEats, Publix, Doormet

Target, Amazon

Reading, beach, spending time with family, family, and my puppy Luna!

Grabbing a coffee in Hyde Park with my puppy Luna and a friend, then heading to the beach to read and relax!

I published an article on ESOL strategies in an academic journal which was pretty exciting!

My favorite part about working in education is the students, of course! Watching them grow throughout the year not only academically, but as a person as well, is the most rewarding 
feeling! I love being apart of it and creating a relationship with every student! 

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3MG7KDQAUDHI6?ref_=wl_share 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Keally Stroud

MM

/

DD

Chick-fil-a, Starbucks, Fresh Kitchen, and Panera

Target, The Pink Palm, The Container Store

Going to the movies, reading, quality time with my family and dogs

Going to the dog park with my husband and two dogs or watching Netflix!

The kids!

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/1SSUX3CPBYCQ1?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Natisha Stokes

MM

/

DD

Sakana Sushi, Tijuana Flats, Wrights, 4 Rivers Smokehouse, Chick Fil A 

Amazon, Target, Walgreens, Marshalls, T.J. Maxx

Reading, Beach, working out, playing and watching sports.

Hanging by a pool/beach with a beverage with friends and family.

Born and raised in Tampa which makes me an avid Bucs, Lightning, and Rays fan.

Being able to see the smiles on children's faces everyday and witness their successes.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Trisha Nicholas

MM

/

DD

Starbucks, Olivia, Cali, So Fresh, Hale Life Bakery

The Loft, Lulu Lemon, Target, Nordstrom, Heavenly Nails, Spa Jardin

Time with my family, going to the beach/pool, spin/yoga classes, watching FSU football

A cup of coffee, FSU football and pumpkin treats :), or a day on a boat/in a pool/beach with friends/family

I have to eat gluten free!

The relationships I form with kids/families, and experiencing the growth and "ah-ha" moments that my students have throughout the year!

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/1ZUN9W0CLZBER?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Skye Rhodes 

MM

/

DD

Chick-fil-a, Starbucks, Bar Taco

Target, Homegoods, Nordstrom

Running, Ornament making, Reading, Go Noles!

In the Rhodes family we like pretty relaxed Saturdays which would include getting coffee, going for a long walk, and then cleaning the house. 

My husband's family has a long standing tradition of hand making Christmas ornaments, which I love being a part of. 

I think my absolute favorite part is getting to witness when a student develops their own passion for literacy. 

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/1E7PF6351SKK8?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Kathleen Thaxton

MM

/

DD

Buddy Brew/Fresh Kitchen/Chick-fil-a

Target/Nordstrom/Hazel & Dot

Reading/Travel/Beach

A bike ride with friends then head to the beach or pool to float the day away!

I love Alabama football! Roll Tide!

The school family that the students and I create together each year. 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Vincent G. Maniscalco

MM

/

DD

Carribbas, Outback,  Wrights,  Longhorn

Target, Amazon, Macy's

Gardening, Reading, 

Relaxing, Being with family and friends.

I love music-Pop, R&B, Country. I have a large I-tunes collection

My favorite part is working with the children.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Ellen Nichols

MM

/

DD

Dunkin, chipotle, DoorDash, Sushi Ninja, Portillos 

Target, Amazon, Publix, lakeshore 

Reading. Baseball games. Top golf. 

Sleeping in, getting to relax in cozy clothes on the couch, snuggling with my dog while reading and drinking a matcha latte. Hanging out with friends in the evening, whether we are 
staying in or going out somewhere. 

Lactose intolerant. Can juggle. Can do a few hula hoop tricks. 

I love working with the children and seeing how hard they work. I love that moment of understanding and when I see a students confidence grow. I love it when a student comes up to me 
and shows me their work and they are so proud of it! I love to see how much these kids can learn in just one short year. 

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3JDDZM2HZ63XA?ref_=wl_share 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Ana Navas

MM

/

DD

Daily Eats and Luv Child

Walmart

walking/running/swimming

traveling to new local spots or relaxing at home

N/A

Seeing students grow and make connections with eachother.

Like the flexibility of gift cards that can be applied to any store.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Christina Rodriguez

MM

/

DD

Flour & Water, Doc B's, Bar Taco, Nothing Bund, Jimbost Cakes, Graze

Target, Marshall's, Francesca's, Michael's

Dancing (jazz and ballroom), Walking, and Learning New Things

I know how partner dance both the Latin dances like salsa and smooth dances like tango.

My favorite part is helping students develop confidence in their skill set and the belief that through hard work and strategies they can problem solve and continue to learn new ideas and 
concepts.

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/60QRON7OF6KE?ref_=wl_share

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Courtney Loftus

MM

/

DD

Outback, Cheesecake Factory, Fruitwood, Smoothie King

Lululemon, Loft, Publix, Target, Petsmart

Traveling, Photography, Mystery Novels

Waking up in a new destination getting ready to spend the day exploring or enjoying a new experience.

My favorite part about working in education is being able to make a difference.  Watching a child grow in all aspects of their being throughout the year and knowing that I have had an 
impact on that brings me so much joy and satisfaction.

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/1YL86XT7613GX?ref_=wl_share
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Jennifer Nicodemus

MM

/

DD

Gigi's Pizza, The Conch Republic, Salt Rock

Amazon, Dick's Sporting Goods, HomeGoods

Exercise/Weight Training, Kayaking/Beach, Swimming

Kayaking/Swimming in crystal clear water and seeing dolphins

I do interior decorating/design 

Teaching reading and watching students gain a passion for reading

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/312ZZIEP5OQI6?ref_=wl_share
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Jaclyn Dembinski

MM

/

DD

Sushi Ninja, Cooper's hawk, Chick-Fil-A, Starbucks

Target, Amazon, TJ Maxx, Publix

Baking, Trying new restaurants, Taking my dog Shea for walks!

Waking up & enjoying a cup of coffee, hanging out at home. going shopping or doing something outside in nice weather!

Allergic to all tree nuts and peanuts 

I love getting students excited about learning by making every lesson fun and engaging!

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/1T8WWQ2S44OE?ref_=wl_share
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Samantha Scott

MM

/

DD

Ciccio Group restaurants, Starbucks

Nordstrom, Target, Amazon

Going to the beach, going on the boat, watching baseball

I love to go out on the boat with my family and friends. 

I have a twin sister. I am a 4th generation Tampa native. I won a gold medal in 50 freestyle at the Florida Junior Olympics when I was 10 years old.

I love to make a difference in my students' lives. 

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/7JRFEGHLHXR6?ref_=wl_share
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Allison Smedley

MM

/

DD

Starbucks, Sally O'Neals, Fresh Kitchen

Barnes N Noble, Nordstrom, Loft, Amazon, Target

Running, Reading

Reading all day long :)

I love instilling a love of reading and I love empowering children to inquire about the world around them.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Emily Newman

MM

/

DD

Starbucks, Wrights, Bazille (at Nordstrom), Chipotle, Chick-Fil-A

Nordstrom, Target, International Plaza, Heavenly Nails, Hazel and Dot

Relaxing, shopping, hanging out with family and friends, and cheering on the Lightning!

Sleep in a little, shopping and lunch, and spending time with family and friends.

I have so many favorite parts about working in education! The excitement I get every year to meet a new group of kids and building relationships with them, celebrating my student's 
victories with them throughout the year, and seeing all their hard work and growth and love of learning/reading develop!

Amazon wishlist :): https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/38CL3740XRI25?ref_=wl_share
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Kaila Gosselin

MM

/

DD

Starbucks, Chic-fil-A, Miguel's, Wright's

Target, Amazon, Publix, Homegoods

bike riding, working out, reading

Getting to sleep in, enjoying coffee at home and then spending time outdoors with family or friends

 I have taught all grade levels Kindergarten-5th. 

Building relationships with everyone involved and watching students take ownership of their learning and creativity

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Taylor Brennan

MM

/

DD

Starbucks, CRG, Chick Fil A, Pei Wei

TJ Maxx, Target, Amazon

reading, the beach

brunch, beach, boat

I danced competitively from age 5-21

Seeing my kids grow 

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3H2SRWQ1J5X7S?ref_=wl_share
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Kameisha Britton
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/
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J Alexander, Bahama Breeze, island grill, whiskey joes 

Target, walmart

beach

doing nothing :)

No

The kids
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Amanda Dougan 

MM

/

DD

Chipotle, Fresh Kitchen, Grain and Berry, Buddy Brew

Target, TJ Maxx, Amazon

Roller Blading, Walking my dog, going to Disney!

A day with friends!

N/A

Seeing the "light bulb" go off when a student understands a topic!!

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/M9XIFPBDN3WE?ref_=wl_share
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Danielle Manship

MM

/
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Outback, Koto, Yokos, starbucks

Target, Amazon

Being with my kids at either a baseball game or a dance competition

Being with the kids and watching them grow
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Gayle Lambert

MM

/

DD

Amazon, Target, Anthropologie 

Read, run, family time, movies

Running (in winter  weather), to the beach with family, seafood lunch, family bbq or dinner with friends

Grew up in key west, played varsity lacrosse at Virginia Tech, worked for NASA teacher education training

The kids!!!! They say hilarious things and are honest and curious

Restaurants: fresh kitchen, Olivia, water and flour  (updating Amazon wishlist, see me :)
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Abby Rivera (Coach Rivera)

MM

/
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Starbucks, Chick Fil A, Olivia

Target, Amazon,Publix

Kayaking

Biking, Kayaking, relaxing

Working with the children and watching them grow 
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Theresa Cannella

MM

/

DD

Pane Rustica; Wright's; Doormet; Bern's; Cafe Paradiso; Casa  Santo Stefano

Amazon, Target, Creme de la Creme; Why Not Boutique; Nordstroms

Working out every morning at 5:30am; Using my Cricut machine; spending time with my family; going to Disney; traveling

College football games (Go Gators!); Disney; relaxing/swimming in my pool

I am a Tampa native; I am married to a 5th generation Tampa native; I have been teaching gifted children  math for over 30 years; I was an X-Ray tech and medical assistant before being 
a teacher.

Collaboratively working with my colleagues; Seeing the "Ah Ha" when I instruct my students in mathematics.
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Caroline Newman

MM

/

DD

Blind Tiger, Starbucks, Grain and Berry, Water + Flour, Taco Dirty, Olivia, Oak & Ola, Sweet Soul, Clean Juice

TJ Maxx, Trader Joes, Target, Amazon, Publix

Walking/exercising

Beach Day

Building relationships with students, families, and 1st grade team
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Darah Gilbert

MM

/
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Starbucks, Dunkin, Buddy Brew, Chickfila, Fresh Kitchen

Target, Barnes and Noble, and Amazon

Reading, watching movies, traveling

Trip to Starbucks and then the beach for the day!

Seeing that "aha moment" when students are learning to read. Also, hearing all my students funny stories. 
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Timothy Dow

MM

/

DD

Buddy Brew Coffee, Sea Food, BBQ, Steakhouses, Italian - I love trying local places but I'm not familiar with the local places in the area around the school.

Violin Shop Tampa, Target, Amazon, Book Stores

Outdoor Grilling, Hiking, collecting records

Big breakfast in the morning, looking for local shops/farmers markets, finding a new park or beach to spend some time in fresh air, game night with friends, and watching a movie with 
family. Pretty much anything with my family outdoors :) 

1. I have composed 3 separate pieces of music that have been performed by the Austin Symphony Orchestra in Texas. 2. I have built my own Cello and Violin 3. I am one of 6 brothers 
with no sisters (bless my mother!) 

I love that I get to teach something that is so special to me. Strings has been a significant part of my life in many different ways, and to see students light up when they get to play the 
violin is really beautiful to me.

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/308VOFIUWLV3D?ref_=wl_share
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Barbara Chrimes

MM

/

DD

Ulele, Xtreme Juice

TJ Maxx, Marshall's, Macy's

Boating, working out and playing tennis with my son.

On my boat cruising to one of the local sandbars/islands and relaxing.

I was born in a Taxi Cab in NYC. 😁 I own a Boat Charter business called Coming in Hot Boating Experiences.

Learning from my students every day and the connections/bonds we make.
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Alisha Rorebeck

MM

/

DD

So Fresh, Doormet, Bella’s, Starbucks and Buddy Brew

Lilly Pulitzer, Hazel + Dot, LOFT, Amazon and Target

Watching my son play Little League Baseball, reading, and spending time at the beach or in the pool

Start with a healthy breakfast, followed by a day of hanging out in the pool or at the beach (or watching the Gators!), and then ending the day with a meal on the grill with my family. 

I love getting to know my students and becoming like a family each year. Sharing those AHA moments with them and making memories makes it all worthwhile.  

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/2P8JH4SZW64M9?ref_=wl_share
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Lidia Stokes

MM

/

DD

Dunkin’, Starbucks, Chick-fil-A, Datz

Target, Amazon

Listening to podcasts, reading, coffee shop outings

Cup of coffee on my patio with my cats, brunch with friends and my husband, and walking around shops and/or outdoors. 

Making connections with students and watching them achieve greatness that they didn’t know was within them all along. 
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Nancy Carrigan

MM

/

DD

Starbucks, Grain & Berry, So Fresh, Doormet

Lululemon, Athleta, Target

Yoga
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Sandy McClain

MM

/
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Outback, Wrights, First Watch

Target, Tj Max, Bath and Body Works

Gardening, working on  my farm

No schedule, go shopping in the morning and out to lunch. 

I own a farm with many animals and I have 4 Siberian Huskies

Working with the kids and watching them grow and learn throughout the year. 
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Jen Butorac

MM

/
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Outback/Starbucks

Target/Amazon

Anything with my daughter...or wine with friends

I'm a military brat and have lived in 8 different states

Seeing the light bulb go off when a student learns something new...and the hugs!
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Renée Best

MM

/
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Starbucks, sushi

Nordstrom, Amazon

Exercising, being in the sun/at the beach

Going to the beach to relax

N/A

The kids smiles
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RUTH HUGHES

MM

/

DD

Petras Restaurant, Buddy Brew, Alessi, Chill Brothers Ice Cream

Independent shops around Tampa or St. Pete

reading, travel

get up early, long walk on Bayshore with a friend or family, grab lunch at a new restaurant, chill at home and connect with family,, or go to St. Pete and spend the day walking around and 
browsing the shops  

On trips as a kid with my mom and sisters have swum with sea turtles, climbed ruins, slept in the Tulum lighthouse

Getting to know students and families from around the world
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Annette Menendez

MM

/
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Fresh kitchen, Kelp, Grain and Berry, Starbucks 

Target/ Amazon 

Reading
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Lynn Jones

MM

/
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Doormet, Bonefish...  anyplace, easily satisfied

Marshalls, Tuesday Morning, Bath and Bodyworks

Boating, bike riding, reading, beach

A sunny day on the boat in St. Pete, or at Pass A Grille beach. 

I love getting to know the kids I'm assigned to and to learn what helps them be their best.
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Karen Claytor, RN

MM

/
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Trader Joe's

Trader Joe's

Trying new food

Beach
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Samantha Mooneyhan

MM

/

DD

Olive Garden, Starbucks

TJMaxx, Target

Music, reading, going to the beach

Sleep in late and then go to the beach to read and relax. 

I can name all the presidents in order. :) 

Being a part of building knowledge and character in my students.

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3IAU0EOQ782TE?ref_=wl_share
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